
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.5 Vocabulary 
A: Look at the pictures and complete the sentences with appropriate words. 

 

1.Stop being a…………………………. ! You are a bit fat now. 

2. Deaf people use……………………………. to communicate. 

3. Dictionary prices …………….….from $5 to $15. 

 

   
 

1 

3 B:Fill in the blanks with the given words.( one word is extra) 
 

despite - relationship – measure – 

vary- -ability - experience –weight 

4. Do you know languages……………….greatly? 

5. Modern technologies have enabled people to have easy access to internet, and………….. 

fast communication with others. 

6. We decided to go out………….. the bad weather. 

7. Behzad hasn't exercised for a long time. He doesn't want to lose some……………. . 

8. Having good……………………..between people and their relatives prevents them from 

being technology addicts. 

9. My brother's ………………to speak English fluently makes him different from his friends. 

2 

1 C: Complete the sentences with the proper words. 
10. An amount of food that is enough for one person called a(n) …………. . 

11. A(n) n - - - - -  speaker is a person who speaks a language the first language. 
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2 D: Choose the correct answer. 
12. He has a ……….. condition that makes it hard for him to work. 

a. cultural b. medical c. healthy d. normal 

13. Ali  usually goes out and ……………………..with his friends. 

a. wins b. gains c. increases d. hangs out 

14.People around the world can also……………their feelings through languages. 

a. communicate b. help c. keep off d. make up 

15. The Holy Quran is………………..in more than 100 languages. 

a. familiar b. available c. honest d. favorite 
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1.5 E: Match the synonyms of the underlined words. One word is extra in column B. 
16. Whatever happens, you must keep calm . a. think  

17. It is impossible to imagine the world without language. b .keys 

18. If you want to improve your English, You should know some hints. c. quiet 

d. wonderful 
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C             ۵۸زمان امتحان :          ر )ع(                    نام و نام خانوادگی                                  دبیرستان امام محمد باق  

 

         ۸/۱۰/۹۹ تاریخ امتحان:                                     ۳تعداد صفحه:   شماره صندلی                           رشته: کلیه رشته ها         
                                    
رد               پاسخنامه : دا          دهم             نام دبیر: موسوی                  نوبت امتحانی: نوبت اول      یازامتحان درس: زبان انگلیسی 
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1 F: Choose the correct suffix or prefix. 

A                       B 

------------------ ------------------------- 

19. complete (prefix) re 

20. effect (suffix)                               al 

                                                             ous 

                                                             in 

                                                             ive 

                                                             im 
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1 G: One odd out: Circle the different word in each group. 
21. a. Canadian b. Greece c. Italian d. Russian 

22. a. laughter b. exercise c. addiction d. social life 
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2 
Grammar & writing 
A: Choose the correct answer. 

23. There aren’t ………….. car parks in the center of Oxford. 

a. a lot    b. much c. a little d. many 

24. We ………….. ready for Helen’s birthday yet. 

a. have gotten b. got  c. haven’t gotten     d. didn’t get 

25. There …… some ……. on the table in the kitchen. 

a. are/ apple b. is/ apple        c. are/ meat              d. is/ meat  

26. Could you bring me …………  ? 

     a) two billions dollars     b) two billion dollars   c. two billions dollar d. two dollars billion 
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2 
B: Unscramble the following sentences. 
27. you / ever / cooked / for / friend / dinner / have / your / ? 

……………………………………………….. . 

28. Not – warm - week – have – we – much –weather – did – this.  

…………………………………………… . 
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2  

C: Read the following sentences and complete the table. 

29. Students can learn German fluently. 

30. I saw a lot of people in the shop. 
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2 D: Put the words in the box in the correct group. 
31.  melon – water – soap  –– rice – furniture – juice – sand - chocolate 
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subject object verb adverb 

………………. 
………………. 

……………… 
……………….. 

………………. 
………………. 

………………. 
……………….. 

 

a bar of a glass of a grain of a piece of 

………………… 
………………. 

…………… 
…………… 

....................... 

....................... 
………………… 
………………… 
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2 Comprehension 
A:Read the passage and choose the correct answers. 

Using technology in a wrong way has created new types of …….( 32 )…… . Technology 

addicts are people with……( 33 )….. problems that they can't control themselves in 

using….(34 )….. kinds of technology. They prefer to be alone and spend their time with 

their….( 35 )….. . This makes them depressed and impatient. 

32. a. ways b. addictions c. technologies d. questions 

33. a. necessary b. helpful c. serious d. calm 

34. a. various b. useful c. social d. emotional 

35. a. diseases b. members c. exercises d. devices 
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3  
 B: Read the passage and answer the questions. 

 

      Children and teenagers who regularly drink soft drinks and other sweetened drinks are more 

    likely to be overweight . Drinking water instead of sweetened drinks also prevent dental 

    problems , while the fluoride found in tap water can help strengthen teeth and bones . Milk is 

    a nutrition drink for kids and teens and great source of calcium , which is important for  

    growing strong bones and teeth . 

       Giving kids and teens whole fruit to eat is a better choice than offering fruit juice to drink. 

    While whole fruits have some natural sugar , which make it taste sweet , it also has lots of  

   vitamins , minerals and fiber . So , I think drink water is the best way to quench your thirst . 

   Even better , it doesn't come with all the sugar and energy found in fruit juice . 

       

     36. What is the best topic for this passage ? 

        a. choose water as a drink      b. choose milk as a drink        c. choose juice as a drink 

 

      37. Eating fruit is better than eating juice . T/F 

 

      38. What prevents dental problems in children ?  
      
       39) What is the best drink? 

 
                                   
 
 
 
 
 

                                                GOOD LUCK       
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